
                                                                  

           Interview Transcript:  MICHELLE WIE
           May 22, 2010
           Hamilton Farm Golf Club

           MODERATOR:  This morning you got up early and you kind of batted it
           around with Icher in the first part of the match, and then you had
           trouble closing out once you got the lead.

           MICHELLE WIE:  Yeah, it's just early, I woke up at 4:50 again and this
           is like I'm not awake.  But, you know, I just grinded out there today,
           had a couple missed shots.  Just going back on the range to try to get
           that feeling back.  But, you know, I'm proud of myself for grinding
           out there.  You know, I hit a couple of shots where I didn't want to
           hit it and I made a couple of putts which is good.

           MODERATOR:  Now, this afternoon, this is going to be a 36-hole day, or
           roughly a 36-hole day, two matches in one day and you're going to play
           world number 1, Jiyai Shin this afternoon.  What are your thoughts on
           that?

           MICHELLE WIE:  You know, I'm awake now.  I'm looking forward to lunch
           and just another round, you know.  Just going to play my own game, hit
           it in the fairway, hit it on the green, try to make some birdies.

           MODERATOR:  What are the tough parts of Jiyai's game that you think
           are going to come forward to give you a bit of a challenge?

           MICHELLE WIE:  Well, you know what, she's obviously a really good
           putter, she hits it straight, gets it on the green, makes putts.  So
           it's going to be a challenge, for sure.

           MODERATOR:  And how do you think your length will stack up against
           that?

           MICHELLE WIE:  You know, hopefully I can hit it on the fairways, hit
           it on the greens and make some putts as well.  I've got to play my own
           game.

           MODERATOR:  All right, Michelle.  Good luck.
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